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Name:  _key_ 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

ECE x70 Exam No. 2 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade) 

General Remarks 
This exam is limited open notes. You can have up to 3 double-side letter-size pages of notes that are stapled together and 

signed.  Notes must not be exchanged during exam.  No textbooks, computers, calculators or cell phones.  Do not use back 

side without authorization as it may not be graded.   

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points. 

Problem 1 (25pts.) 
Check each case that is true, multiple cases may be true for each question: 

1.  A class object that can be sometimes passed to a function by value and has a pointer-type data field inside 

that contains an array that is allocated dynamically (using new) in the class constructor: 
□ must always have a user-defined copy constructor that provides shallow copy 

x must always have a user-defined copy constructor that provides deep copy 

□ must never have a user-defined copy constructor 

2. A class object that can be sometimes passed to a function by value and that object has no pointer-type data 

fields but it does have a class-type data field for a class that has a pointer-type data field inside it that 

contains an array that is allocated dynamically (using new) in the class constructor: 
□ must always have a user-defined copy constructor 

□ must never have a user-defined copy constructor 

x may but does not have to have a user-defined copy constructor 

3.  Indicate each case when a copy constructor is typically called when passing or returning a class-type object: 
x A function receives a class variable passed by value 

□ A function receives a class variable passed by reference 

□ A function receives a class variable passed by pointer 

x A function returns a class variable passed by value 

□ A function returns a class variable passed by reference 

□ A function returns a class variable passed by pointer 

4.  If a class must implement a copy constructor to work correctly due to data types stored inside it then it 

also must have: 
x an assignment operator = 

□ a comparison operator == 

x a default constructor 

x a destructor 

□ an operator[] 

5.  Assume a class has an operator= declared as private but never implemented and the complete program 

compiles and works correctly.  Then assume that the only change performed is removal of that operator= 

declaration: (see the embedded digital IO library) 
□ The program will compile and the program will still work and it is a good idea 

□ The program will not compile 

□ The program will compile but the program will malfunction 

x The program will compile and the program will work but it is a bad idea to do 
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Problem 2A (20pts) 
Complete the code of the template below that compares contents of two arrays A and B of the same type and size, their 

length provided as size, and returns true or false.  Some blanks may need not to be filled.  Assume that any 

necessary libraries are already included.  Pay attention to proper data types.  Use passing by constant 

reference for data types that may contain large volume of data to avoid unnecessary copying. 

template < _typename_ TYPE > 

_boolean__ COMPARE ( const _TYPE&___ A, const _ TYPE&____ B, _size_t___ size ) { 

    for( size_t index = _0___ ;   index  _<___  size;   ++index ) { 

        if ( A[index]  _!=__  B[_index____] ) return( _false____ ); 

    } 

    return( true ); 

} 

Problem 2B (5pts.) 
Evaluate the facts about function and class template technology. For each statement circle true or false: 

 

a) The function templates always have only one typename parameter true  /  false 

b) The code above contains a class template true  /  false 

c) The code above can be placed in a header file despite not being an inline FN true  /  false 

d) The code above can be used to compare two vector<T> of the same size true  /  false 

In other means, the data type represented by “TYPE” may be e.g. a “vector<double>” 

e) The data type represented by “TYPE” may be just a single “double” variable true  /  false 
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Problem 3AB Quick Questions on Homework (10pts.) 
Consider a three dimensional vectors defined as vector<vector<vector<double> > > A, B;   Implement a 

function that computes squared error difference between two 3D vectors. Assume that the function is always 

called with vectors of the compatible sizes. 

 

double SUMOFERRORS() {const vector<vector<vector<double> > > & A, const … & B) { 

    double diff=0.0; 

    for (size_t i=0; i< A._size()___________; ++i) 

        for (size_t j=0; j< _A[i].size()________; ++j) 

            for (size_t k=0; k< _A[i][j].size()_____; ++k) 

                diff=diff+sqr(A[i][j][k]-B[i][j][k]); 

    return(diff); 

} 

Problem 3C Quick Questions on Homework (7.5pts.) 
Evaluate the facts about BadVector troubleshooting homework. For each statement circle true or false: 

 

a) BadVector is a class template true  /  false 

b) Corrected BadVector has a “shallow copy” copy constructor true  /  false 

c) Corrected BadVector capacity always equals BadVector size true  /  false 

d) Original BadVector default constructor needed corrections true  /  false 

e) Original BadVector destructor needed corrections true  /  false 

Problem 3D Quick Questions on Homework (7.5pts.) 
Evaluate the facts about class inheritance and aggregation homework.  

 

a) The PushButton class is a virtual base class that cannot be instantiated true  /  false 

b) All classes utilized in the assignment were descendants of PushButton true  /  false 

c) DebounceFilter class has a child class based on it true  /  false 

d) One or more of the member functions were calling a function  

from a parent class true  /  false 

e) The classes used in the assignment use dynamic memory allocation true  /  false 
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Problem 4 (25pts.) 
Analyze the provided code and provide a printout of the running program as proof that you understand it.  

#include<iostream> 

using namespace std; 

 

class A { 

public: 

    virtual void F() { cout << " A-F"; } 

    virtual void G() { cout << " A-G"; } 

            void H() { cout << " A-H"; } 

            void I() { cout << " A-I"; } 

    void J() { cout << " A-J"; } 

};                                

                                  

class B : public A {              

public:                           

            void F() { cout << " B-F"; } 

    virtual void G() { cout << " B-G"; } 

            void H() { cout << " B-H"; } 

    virtual void I() { cout << " B-I"; } 

            void J() { cout << " B-J"; } 

};                                

                                  

class C : public B {              

public:                           

            void F() { cout << " C-F"; } 

            void G() { cout << " C-G"; } 

    virtual void H() { cout << " C-H"; } 

    virtual void I() { cout << " C-I"; } 

            void J() { cout << " C-J"; } 

}; 

 

void FA(A &x) { x.F();  x.G();  x.H();  x.I();  x.J(); } 

 

void FB(B &x) { x.F();  x.G();  x.H();  x.I();  x.J(); } 

 

void FV(B  x) { x.F();  x.G();  x.H();  x.I();  x.J(); } 

 

int main() 

{ 

    A a; B b; C c; 

    cout << "FA(b):"; FA(b); cout << endl; 

    cout << "FA(c):"; FA(c); cout << endl; 

    cout << "FB(c):"; FB(c); cout << endl; 

    cout << "FV(c):"; FV(c); cout << endl; 

    return 0; 

} 

 

/* Printout:  

FA(b): _B-F_ _B-G_ _A-H_ _A-I_ _A-J_ 

 

FA(c): _C-F_ _C-G_ _A-H_ _A-I_ _A-J_ 

 

FB(c): _C-F_ _C-G_ _B-H_ _C-I_ _B-J_ 

 

FV(c): _B-F_ _B-G_ _B-H_ _B-I_ _B-J_ 

*/ 


